
C TAP

Items 1 - 12 of 21 Specialized Products has BURNDY copper C-taps and H-taps in a variety of sizes to cover your
system's design and installation needs.

The cTAP initiative is driven by patient data and focused on agile collaboration, leading analytics and
empowered drug development. When I started maintaining additional C packages, I adopted runtests for the
test suite driver of those as well, resulting in further improvements but also separate copies of the same
program in different distributions. In hindsight, trials have been clouded by high variability in rates of disease
progression among patients. C TAP Harness provides a full TAP specification driver apart from a few possible
edge cases and has additional special features for supporting builds outside the source directory. The C TAP
Harness distribution merges all the various versions into a single code base that all my packages can pull from.
Also included in this package are C and shell libraries that provide utility functions for writing test scripts that
use TAP to report results. The runtests program can be built with knowledge of the source and build directory
and pass that knowledge on to test scripts, and will search for test scripts in both the source and build
directory. Key stakeholders are able to access this data for the potential benefit of the much broader
community. The test suite and shell library require a Bourne-compatible shell. Or do the drugs not work? For
bootstrap or if you change configure. Perl is also required to generate manual pages from a fresh Git checkout.
It also makes it easier for test cases to find their supporting files when they run. CureDuchenne is a founding
organization of cTAP. Our extraordinary team includes clinical experts, pharmaceutical companies, patient
advocates, and analytic and collaboration leaders. TAP is the text-based protocol used by Perl's test suite. It's
mostly useful for packages using Autoconf and Automake and because it doesn't assume or require Perl.
Description This package started as the runtests program I wrote for INN in to serve as the basis for a new test
suite using a test protocol similar to that used for Perl modules. This should not be a problem on any modern
system. This package provides a harness similar to Perl's Test::Harness for running tests, with some additional
features useful for test suites in packages that use Autoconf and Automake, and C and shell libraries to make
writing TAP-compliant test programs easier. To bootstrap from a Git checkout, or if you change the Automake
files and need to regenerate Makefile. Initially funded by CureDuchenne, the Collaborative Trajectory
Analysis Project cTAP consortium unleashes the power of collaborative data science on clinical trial design,
potentially helping the entire community to bring effective new therapies to patients more quickly. Global
Leader in Cure, Care, Community. The C library also provides a variety of utility functions useful for test
programs running as part of an Automake-built package: finding test data files, creating temporary files,
reporting output from external programs running in the background, and similar common problems. This
makes it easier for packages using Autoconf and Automake and supporting out-of-tree builds to build some
test programs, ship others, and run them all regardless of what tree they're in. The mission: Smarter trials, not
bigger trials Most of the pivotal trials in Duchenne have failed. Have drug effects been hidden by
unexpectedly high variability in patient outcomes? CureDuchenne was motivated to help create cTAP by the
tremendous benefit to the trial and regulatory process that only a collaboration of this type could bring.


